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Thibaut's Summer House Collection is Full of Vibrant Colors in Full Bloom
Newark, NJ — Escape to Summer House, a collection of coordinating wallpaper and fabrics that
encompasses vibrant colors in full bloom. The mix of blossoming ﬂowers, simple shapes, and retro batik
patterns will satisfy your longing for the return of the warmth of summer!
Emulating a classic tie dye technique, Sunburst is a largescale pattern that replicates the view inside a
kaleidoscope.
Cyrus Cane is an old Thibaut pattern from the early 1970s. This traditional caning pattern has been
updated in bright and bold colorways.
Inﬂuenced by 17th century Imari porcelain, which was named after the Japanese port that it shipped in
to. The vases in Imari Vase are graphic and stylized.
Inspired by natural beauty, the watercolor design of Open Spaces simulates the open spaces of dewy
meadows. The matching fabric has a tight weave and soft hand, like a ﬁne percale.
Bonita Springs is a loosely painted and large-scale batik ﬂoral with a matching print fabric.
Inspired by an antique document, Palm Island will instantly transport you to the tropics. The wallpaper
is printed on non-woven paper using a new surface print technique.
Summer Stripe is a classic cabana stripe available in colors inﬂuenced from beach chairs that line the
shores of the south of France.
West Palm is a large-scale tropical frond printed on a horizontal paperweave. This pattern is related to
West Palm Woven in the Oasis collection.
Named after an island of Cuba, Cayo is a hand-dawn ikat dash is a great coordinate to other patterns in
the Summer House collection.
Named after a beach in St. Croix, Sandy Point is a small-scale pattern that mimics tiny sand pebbles.
Not to be feared, the friendly jellyﬁsh in Jellyﬁsh Bloom are fun and novel.
Surfrider is a horizontal paperweave dyed in custom colors that highlight the variegated effects of
natural grasscloth.

Taken from a 1920s document, Santa Monica is a retro pattern and the perfect small print companion.
Like a ripple of water, the waves of Wavelet ripple through the stripe in this print fabric.
At 116" wide, Roanoke Sheer is a wide-width sheer. The polyester keeps it from shrinking and wrinkling
and helps to retain its shape.
Deco Mountain is a retro-camouﬂage pattern that meets a geometric print. It is printed in Thailand.
Hand-printed in India, St. Croix is a modern version of a brain coral pattern you might ﬁnd while
snorkeling near the beaches of St. Croix.
The Summer House Collection and other Thibaut collections are available through interior designers and
ﬁne decorating stores worldwide. Please visit www.thibautdesign.com to view patterns and decorating
ideas, and to obtain the names of local dealers. For more information, please call our toll free number at
(800) 223-0704, or email addresses above.
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Founded in 1886, Thibaut is the oldest continuously operating wallpaper company in the United States. Known
for its exceptional and unique designs, the company distinguishes itself from its competitors with inspiring color
palettes, fresh interpretations of classic designs, and exclusive artwork created by an in-house design team.
Design styles range from historic reproductions, toile, and chinoiserie to tropical and novelty patterns. Designers
and consumers have been attracted to the ﬁrm’s creative designs that “push the envelope,” their exclusive print
fabrics, new woven fabric lines, and their market-tested products that help inspire people to decorate. For more
information about Thibaut, visit the company’s web site at www.thibautdesign.com.

